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Introduction

The purpose of this document is to provide detailed information on the NFT Creative and
$NFTC ecosystem.

What is $NFTC?
$NFTC, or NFT Creative Coin, is the native token for the NFT Creative ecosystem built on the
Cardano blockchain, and is a multi-function multi-project token that provides the regular utility
you would expect from today’s cryptocurrencies and achieves it through unique functional
NFT related experiences.

Our Vision
Our long term goal is to provide fun and entertaining online experiences through functional
NFT collections and NFT related applications that are linked together by a well organized
ecosystem that utilizes a fungible token to facilitate multiple features and provide additional
value to collectors, investors and users alike. We aim to establish a deflationary and
sustainable token ecosystem by utilizing the core functions that provide value to any
cryptocurrency by implementing those functions through multiple unique NFT collections and
NFT related experiences, not exclusive to NFT Creative projects.

In the short term, $NFTC will be earnable through delegation and/or staking of NFTs and will
provide governance for all NFT Creative projects that are built on the Cardano blockchain.
$NFTC will be used as a medium of exchange for goods and services through NFT related
online experiences. $NFTC will be used as a means of interacting with NFTs to initiate
specific functions.

Currently the only ways to earn $NFTC are through a blockchain wide allotment of 25 $NFTC
per epoch through DripDropz.io, and through various ‘PunkAss CNFT’ rewards programs.

Project specific functions will be outlined in this document, however, the details of those
functions will be made available through each relevant project documentation.

This is a living document and is subject to change at any time.
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Tokenomics

Token Details

Name NFTC

Fingerprint asset14dsk4smcpgq2tmrnhyr9ywdzgl624sfwqpxskc

Policy ID b0af30edf2c7f11465853821137e0a6ebc395cab71ee39c24127ffb4

Total Supply 10.000B
10,000,000,000

Token
Registry

Name: NFT Creative Coin
Ticker: NFTC

Decimals 0

Mint Date 2022-04-12 17:45:50

Token Distribution
The total supply of $NFTC is divided into (4) categories - ‘Supply’, ‘Operations’, ‘Liquidity’
and ‘Reserve’. All token allocations will be bound by a ‘Distribution Schedule’ to ensure
project longevity as well as reduce market volatility.

All token allocations are subject to ‘token burning’.
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Supply - 3B
‘Supply’ is broken into (2) categories - ‘Project Allocation’ and ‘Public & Private Sales
Allocation’.

Project Allocation - 1.5B

All NFT Creative projects and projects enrolled in our ‘Partnership Program’ will be provided
with a token allotment of $NFTC.

The distribution method and distribution schedule for these tokens will be detailed within the
relevant project documentation, but will be bound by the ‘Rules of Distribution’ to ensure
project longevity as well as reduce market volatility.

The maximum token allotment for each project is set at 300,000,000 $NFTC.

Current Token Allocations by Project

PunkAss! 300,000,000 $NFTC

*ChainSlugs! 150,000,000 $NFTC

*Poseidon Tours 150,000,000 $NFTC

Reserve 900,000,000 $NFTC

This table will be updated with current information as it is made publicly available.

*Project in development.

The ‘Reserve’ tokens will be allocated to future NFT Creative projects or to projects from our 
‘Partnership Program’.

Public & Private Sales Allocation - 1.5B

These tokens will be distributed through various public and private sales. (100) percent of the 
ADA from public and private sales will be matched with an equal value of $NFTC tokens from 
this pool and will be added to various decentralized exchanges and/or online experiences as 
exchange liquidity.

For example; if 100,000,000 $NFTC are sold in a public or private sale for 100,000 ADA, an 
additional 100,000,000 $NFTC will be paired with the 100,000 ADA from the sale to create 
liquidity pools for an exchange such as SundaeSwap.

The token sales price and new $NFTC / ADA pair introduction prices will be subject to market 
conditions and determined at a later date. There are currently no token sales planned.
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Operations - 3B
Tokens allocated to operations will be used for non-project-specific purposes, such as paying
contractors, compensating partners, making donations, running promotional giveaways,
implementing staking rewards and more.

The ‘Available’ tokens will be allocated as needed, on an operation by operation basis.

Current Token Allocations by Operation

Operation - Contractors Total $NFTC Distributed

Token Contract Creation 10,000

Operation - Donations Total $NFTC Distributed

Operation - Promotions Total $NFTC Distributed

DripDropz.io - 25 per epoch 50,000,000

Operation - Partners Total $NFTC Distributed

Operation - Staking Total $NFTC Distributed

Operation - Miscellaneous Total $NFTC Distributed

Total $NFTC Available 2,949,990,000

This table will be updated with current information as it is made publicly available.
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Liquidity - 1.5B
The liquidity pool is a reserve of tokens that will be used specifically for adding liquidity to
decentralized trade exchanges. Sizable amounts of profit from various NFT Creative projects
and projects from our ‘Partnership Program’ will be injected alongside $NFTC to create or add
to liquidity exchange pools.

Tokens earned from LP pairs on decentralized exchanges will be used to replenish the
‘Liquidity’ token allocation.

Current Pledged Profits by Project

Collection Creator Blockchain Amount Pledged

*ChainSlugs! NFT Creative Cardano 50% of mint and 50% of royalties

*Poseidon Tours NFT Creative Cardano 50% of mint and 50% of royalties

*Phoenix Club NFT Creative Ethereum 25% of mint and 25% of royalties

*VoguePOP Remco Van Der Molen FLOW 10% of mint and 10% of royalties

This table will be updated with current information as it is made publicly available.

Profits from projects that are not on the Cardano blockchain will be exchanged at market
value for ADA at the time of liquidity injection.

New $NFTC / ADA pair introduction prices will be subject to market conditions and
determined at a later date.

Reserve - 2.5B
A reserve totaling (25) percent of the $NFTC token total supply will be vested for a minimum
of (5) years. Once the vesting period has completed, governance voting systems
implemented by each project will be utilized to determine the outcome of the reserve token
allocation.

*Project in development.
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Distribution Schedules

Each token allocation is bound by a strict distribution schedule. These distribution schedules
will be determined on a case by case basis. Although each project or operation may require a
separate distribution schedule for its token allocation to best suit its needs, all token
allocations must follow the ‘Rules of Distribution’ as laid out in this section.

Current Distribution Schedules

Distribution Category Project / Subcategory $NFTC Amount Min. Duration

Project Allocation PunkAss! - Rewards 300,000,000 5 years

Operations Promotions - DripDropz.io 50,000,000 2 years

This table will be updated with current information as it is made publicly available.

The specific distribution methods and schedules are available in the relevant project’s
documentation.
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Rules of Distribution

All token distribution categories and subcategories are individually bound by the ‘Rules of
Distribution’ per category.

Supply - Project Allocation (per allotment)

Starting from the ‘token mint date’, no more than (15) percent of the tokens from any token
allotment may be distributed within a (365) day period for the first (5) calendar years.

Starting from (5) calendar years after the ‘token mint date’, no more than (25) percent of the
remaining tokens from any token allotment may be distributed within a (365) day period.

Supply - Public & Private Sales

No more than (25) percent of the total token allotment may be sold through a public or private
sale within a (365) day period.

Operations

No more than (15) percent of the total token allotment may be distributed within a (365) day
period.

Starting from (5) calendar years after the ‘token mint date’, no more than (5) percent of the
remaining tokens may be distributed within a (365) day period.

Liquidity

Pledged profits from project mints must be added to decentralized exchanges within (7) days
of the final mint.

Pledged profits from project royalties must be added to decentralized exchanges in intervals
of no greater than (60) days or when economically reasonable.

Reserve

Starting from the ‘token mint date’, the total token allotment must remain vested for a period
of (5) calendar years.
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Token Utility - Core Functions

The utility made available by $NFTC is achieved through leveraging the functions of various
NFT collections and NFT related online experiences or metaverses. With each project that
NFT Creative develops, and with each project that enrolls in our ‘Partnership Program’, more
utility will be added under these core function categories.

Delegation Rewards

$NFTC will be available as rewards through wallet delegation. Currently there are (2)
delegation reward programs available. Delegation rewards are currently only claimable
through https://DripDropz.io.

1) PunkAss CNFT Rewards

PunkAss CNFT holders earn $NFTC for delegating the wallet that their PunkAss
CNFTs are held. The amount of $NFTC earned is determined by the number of
PunkAss CNFTs they hold. Delegation to ANY stakepool is accepted.

2) Blockchain Wide Rewards

All Cardano blockchain users may claim an allotment of (25) $NFTC each epoch
for delegating their wallet to ANY stakepool.

This table will be updated with current information as it is made publicly available.

Governance

$NFTC will be used as a governance token as a voting medium for all NFT Creative projects,
and any projects enrolled in our ‘Partnership Program’ who wish to do so. Currently there is
(1) governance program available.

1) PunkAss CNFT Governance

PunkAss CNFT holders can use their $NFTC to participate in token weighted
votes initiated by the PunkAss team.

This table will be updated with current information as it is made publicly available.
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NFT Interaction & ‘Token Burning’

$NFTC will be used as a means of interacting with NFTs in various use cases including NFT
Creative’s upcoming project *‘ChainSlugs!’, as well as any projects enrolled in our
‘Partnership Program’ who wish to do so.

For example, the *ChainSlugs! CNFT collection will utilize $NFTC as a vehicle to initiate
functions that will determine the current and future states of your NFT.

$NFTC used for NFT interaction will be removed from circulation through *’Token Burning’.

*Token burning is achieved by moving the tokens into a ‘dead wallet’, or a wallet that is
permanently inaccessible by any person or entity.

Medium of Exchange

$NFTC will be used as a means of exchange for goods and services in NFT related online
experiences or metaverses including NFT Creative’s upcoming project *‘Poseidon Tours’, as
well as any projects enrolled in our ‘Partnership Program’ who wish to do so.

A portion of $NFTC from sales made in a NFT related online experience or metaverse will be
used to replenish the ‘Project Allocation’ and the ‘Liquidity’ token allocations.

Staking & Yield Farming

$NFTC will be earnable through staking and yield farming through various decentralized
exchanges. The specifics for each program will be subject to market conditions and
determined at a later date.

*Project in development
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Partnership Program

Through our Partnership Program we aim to enroll NFT related projects built on the Cardano
blockchain that want to offer more value to their communities. By linking projects to our
ecosystem through various opportunities, we will in turn be adding further utility and use
cases for the $NFTC ecosystem.

Partnership Program projects, depending on their envisioned use case of $NFTC, will be
sorted into one or more categories.

There are (3) categories in the Partnership Program ‘Rewards’, ‘Utility’ and ‘Exchange’.

Rewards

This category is for projects that want to offer $NFTC as a reward for delegating or staking
NFTs. Projects that wish to distribute rewards will receive a token allotment from the ‘Project
Allocation’ supply.

In order to participate in the Rewards portion of the Partnership Program, projects must also
provide a function under the ‘Utility’ category OR pledge a portion of profits from their project
to our ‘Liquidity’ supply.

Utility

This category is for projects that want to use $NFTC as a vehicle to provide functionality for
their NFT projects.

Projects that provide interactive NFT related functions will receive a token allotment from the
‘Project Allocation’ supply.

$NFTC used for NFT interaction will be removed from circulation through *’Token Burning’.

Exchange

This category is for projects that want to use $NFTC as a medium of exchange for goods and
services in NFT related online experiences or metaverses.

A portion of $NFTC from sales made in a NFT related online experience or metaverse will be
used to replenish the ‘Project Allocation’ and the ‘Liquidity’ token allocations.
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Visualed Token Ecosystem

A visualization of the lifecycle of a $NFTC token.
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Conclusion

We are dedicated to building our vision of a functional NFT ecosystem through hilarious and
original NFT collections and applications. From PunkAss to ChainSlugs, we strive to offer our
community unique and engaging experiences unlike any others.

As NFT Creative continues to develop fun and rewarding NFT collections and NFT related
online experiences, the opportunities to utilize the $NFTC token also continue to grow. We
also seek to share the opportunities that we create with projects outside of the NFT Creative
family, because we believe that so much more can be accomplished together.

By introducing our token with a distribution schedule, we will mitigate market volatility, and by
balancing the token utilization across multiple functions and multiple projects, we can design
our envisioned ecosystem with both a deflationary and regenerative token lifecycle, to ensure
project longevity. Our schedules aim to limit token distribution to 75% total supply spread
evenly over 5 years, allowing us the flexibility and time to develop and make any adjustments
needed to ensure success.

Through $NFTC utilization we aim to provide some of the most rewarding projects across the
entire crypto space, and by leveraging the success of our hard work we aspire to build the
most rewarding community as well.

NFT Creative, we are building an empire from the ‘bottom’ up!

- Mullet Lord
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Appendix

ADA
The ‘principle currency’ that runs on the Cardano blockchain.

Cardano
One of the only truly decentralized proof-of-stake blockchain platforms.

CNFT - Cardano Non Fungible Token
A NFT minted on the Cardano blockchain.\

Dead Wallet
A wallet that is permanently inaccessible to any person or entity. Dead wallets are used to
emulate ‘Token Burning’.

Delegating
The process by which ADA and NFT holders delegate the stake associated with their ADA or
NFTs to a stake pool and be rewarded in proportion to the amount of stake delegated.

Epoch
A period of time. A Cardano epoch currently lasts 432,000 slots or 5 days.

Governance
A community driven system for managing and implementing changes.

Liquidity
Measure of assets that can be used to meet financial obligations.

Liquidity Pool
A crowdsourced pool of cryptocurrencies or tokens locked in a smart contract that is used to
facilitate trades between the assets on a decentralized exchange (DEX).

Liquidity Providing
To deposit digital assets into a smart contract that programmably facilitates a liquidity pool.
Such a pool functions as a decentralized trading pair between two, or sometimes more,
cryptocurrencies, and the trading is made possible by the assets supplied by LPs.
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Minting
The function of creating and storing immutable data in the form of a native token or in our
case a NFT.

NFT - Non Fungible Token
A unique and non-interchangeable unit of data stored on a blockchain - typically used to
represent various forms of art. An NFT provides verifiable public proof of ownership.

NFTC
The acronym for NFT Creative.

$NFTC - NFT Creative Coin
The native token for the NFT Creative ecosystem, a fungible token minted on the Cardano
blockchain.

Royalties
A percentage of secondary market sales revenue.

Staking
To pledge digital assets or ‘lock them up’ to earn passive income without needing to sell the
asset.

Token Burning
The act of destroying or permanently removing a token from the total supply and circulation.

Token Total Supply
The maximum possible tokens that will ever be minted.

Tokenomics
The study of the economics of a cryptocurrency.

Vesting Period
A period of time that digital assets are made inaccessible to any person or entity.

Volatility
The statistical measure of the dispersion of returns for a given security or market index. In
most cases, the higher the volatility, the riskier the investment.
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